Tennis Match Results
Gardner-Webb University vs Liberty
01/26/20 at Lynchburg, Va.
(Crosswhite Athletic Club)

Liberty 7, Gardner-Webb University 0

**Singles competition**
1. Nicaise Muamba (LIBERTYM) def. PLENTZ, Breno (GWU) 6-2, 6-2
2. Josh Wilson (LIBERTYM) def. GILBERT, Ross (GWU) 6-2, 6-3
3. Chase Burton (LIBERTYM) def. ENSLIN, Connor (GWU) 6-2, 6-3
4. Goncalo Ferreira (LIBERTYM) def. GRIFFITHS, Alex (GWU) 6-2, 6-2
5. R. Marques Da Silva (LIBERTYM) def. HARRIS, Sebastian (GWU) 5-7, 6-3, 1-0 (10-5)
6. Deji Thomas-Smith (LIBERTYM) def. PUGA, Stefano (GWU) 6-2, 6-7 (5-7), 1-0 (10-7)

**Doubles competition**
1. Nicaise Muamba/Deji Thomas-Smith (LIBERTYM) def. PLENTZ, Breno/GILBERT, Ross (GWU) 7-6 (7-3)
2. Josh Wilson/Goncalo Ferreira (LIBERTYM) def. ENSLIN, Connor/HARRIS, Sebastian (GWU) 6-0
3. Steve Mundt/Chase Burton (LIBERTYM) def. PUGA, Stefano/GRIFFITHS, Alex (GWU) 6-2

Match Notes:
Gardner-Webb University 0-2
Liberty 1-1
Order of finish: Doubles (2,3,1); Singles (4,2,3,1,5,6)
Official: P Williams/M Kanska  T-3:56